The monads used to model effectful computations traditionally concentrate on the 'destination'-the final results of the program. However, sometimes we are also interested in the 'journey'-the intermediate course of a computation-especially when reasoning about non-terminating interactive systems. In this article we claim that a necessary property of a monad for it to be able to describe the behaviour of a program is complete iterativity. We show how an ordinary monad can be modified to disclose more about its internal computational behaviour, by applying an associated transformer to a completely iterative monad. To illustrate this, we introduce two new constructions: a coinductive cousin of Cenciarelli and Moggi's generalised resumption transformer, and States-a State-like monad that accumulates the intermediate states.
terise it as the composition of a free cim in the category of free Eilenberg-Moore M -algebras with the standard free-underlying adjunction, which yields that it is itself a cim.
Because of space limitations we present only short outlines of proofs. For the full proofs consult the associated technical report available online at: http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/people/maciej.pirog/mbext.pdf.
Completely iterative monads

Initial assumptions and notations
For the entire article, we assume that we are working in a base category B with coproducts and all the necessary final coalgebras. We denote the composition of a natural transformation with a functor by a subscript; for example, for functors H and J, if ξ : F → G is natural, then ξ H : F H → GH. If ξ is natural in two variables, by ξ H,J we mean a natural transformation ζ A = ξ HA,JA .
Working with infinite computations means working also with infinite data structures. To set the notation, we recall a few standard definitions. For an endofunctor F , an F -coalgebra is a pair A, f : A → F A . We call A the carrier of the coalgebra. A morphism h : A → B is an F -coalgebra homomorphism, denoted as h : A, f → B, g , if g · h = F h · f . An Fcoalgebra νF, β is final if for every F -coalgebra A, f there exists precisely one homomorphism A, f → νF, β , called an anamorphism and denoted as [ (f )].
Ideal and idealised monads
In this article we deal with monads that support corecursion: infinite computations are described by single steps. However, a step might not produce any observable behaviour, for example if it is a pure computation constructed with the unit, or we want to be more selective about which monadic actions are observable. To formalise productive computations, we need the notion of (right) ideals of monads. These are analogous to ideals in a ring or a semigroupsubsets closed under the operations. (All the definitions in this section are as given by Adámek, Milius, and Velebil [2] .) Definition 2.1 For a monad M, η, µ , let M together with a natural transformation σ : M → M with monomorphic components be a subfunctor of M . We call M an ideal of M if there exists a natural transformation µ : M M → M such that the following diagram commutes.
We call a pair of a monad and its ideal an idealised monad. An idealised monad M is called an ideal monad if M = Id + M with η = inl Id,M and σ = inr Id,M .
Examples of ideal monads include: free monads, exceptions, interactive output, and nonempty lists.
We also need morphisms that respect the internal structure of idealised monads. If Σ is an endofunctor, then a natural transformation ξ : Σ → M is ideal if its codomain contains only productive computations. Intuitively, this means that an interpretation of a symbol from the signature should never yield a pure computation. An ideal monad morphism r : M → N always maps productive computations in M to productive computations in N . Formally:
A monad morphism r : M → N is idealised if it preserves the ideals, that is there exists r such that r · σ M = σ N · r, for a natural transformation r : M → N .
Cims defined
For an idealised monad M , we describe a step of a computation by a morphism of type e : X → M (A + X), called an equation morphism. The object X represents (a set of) variables-the seeds of the corecursion. The object A represents (a set of) parameters, which are final values of the computation. An equation morphism is guarded if it always produces effects (in the sense of idealised monads) or a final value, but not a variable:
, that is there exists a morphism j such that the following diagram commutes.
If X = Y , we call e a guarded equation morphism.
We use a guarded equation morphism e to unfold a computation e † , called a solution. Intuitively, a solution is an infinite iteration of parameter-preserving Kleisli-compositions of e. A monad is a cim if such a composition always exists and is unique. Formally: Definition 2.4 Let e : X → M (A + X) be a morphism. We call a morphism e † : X → M A a solution of e if the following diagram commutes.
An idealised monad M is completely iterative if every guarded equation morphism has a unique solution.
Cims make it possible to separate the corecursion guarded by invocation of effects from a recursive structure of the base category, like order or metric enrichment. This separation is important conceptually. Consider a server dealing with some requests: though it is non-terminating, it probably does not require unbounded recursion in between handling two requests.
Conversely, in a language with unbounded recursion, M -computations consisting of guarded steps are necessarily solutions: An infinite computation can be seen as the colimit of the ω-chain consisting of single steps. Consider an ω-chain {f i :
. In a category with countable coproducts, we define a guarded equation mor-
One can show that the family of morphisms {e † · in i : X i → M 0} i∈N is the colimit of the chain in the Kleisli category of M .
The free cim
An example of a cim is a generalisation of the infinite term monad generated by an endofunctor (intuitively, a signature) Σ. Its functorial part is given by a family of final coalgebras Σ ∞ A = νX.A + ΣX. Below we define the unit, η ∞ , and a natural transformation emb :
For an explicit definition of the multiplication µ ∞ refer to Section 5, and put
As discussed by Aczel et al. [1] , Σ ∞ is the free cim generated by Σ. Intuitively, this means that every interpretation of Σ in a cim M extends in a unique way to an interpretation of the entire (possibly infinite) term Σ ∞ in M . Formally, for an ideal natural transformation ξ : Σ → M , there exists a unique monad morphism ι(ξ) : Σ ∞ → M such that the following diagram commutes.
Apart from the free cim and the Exception monad A → A + E, there are hardly any examples of cims commonly used in programming or semantics. This paper aims to fill this void in a rather generic fashion.
Cims, adjunctions, and tracing
Let M be a monad, and let F, U, η, ε : B → C be a factorization of M as an adjunction, that is M = U F, η, U ε F . Let T, η T , µ T , σ T be a cim with solutions - † . It is standard that U T F is a monad with
, and that lift = U η T F : U F → U T F is a monad morphism. We prove that U T F inherits complete iterativity from T . Proof. Right adjoints preserve monomorphisms, hence the components of natural transformation U σ T F are monic, and so U T F is a subfunctor. We define µ to be U µ T F · U T ε T F . It is easy to verify that it satisfies the condition for ideals.
Let e : X → U T F (A + X) be a U σ 
that e : F X → T F (A+X) ∼ = T (F A+F X) is a guarded equation morphism in T with a unique solution e † : F X → T F A. We define the solution of e as e † . The following diagram commutes:
The inner square is the U -image of the solution diagram for e † . The outer triangles commute due to properties of adjunctions and the definition of µ U T F . For uniqueness, let g : X → U T F A be a solution of e. Substitute g for e † in the above diagram. The outer square commutes, because g = g is a solution, and the triangles commute, because of properties of adjunctions, hence the inner square precomposed with η X also commutes. For all morphisms f, f :
Intuitively, T collects observations about a computation in M . Thus, we need a new operation that allows us to actually observe the current state of the computation, for example the current state in the State monad (this example is elaborated in the next section). It could be given as a natural transformation olift : M → U T F with components that factor through U σ T F . It will not in general be a monad morphism; on the contrary, performing two actions and then observing the effect differs in general from observing the effect of each action individually. More formally, let f • g be a computation in the Kleisli category of M . We can decorate it with observers in two different ways:
For example, when tracing a computation in State, we may want to observe only 'set' operations, as long as we are certain that there are only finitely many invocations of 'get' in between every two invocations of 'set'. In the rest of the paper we always define olift as U obs for a natural transformation obs : F → T F . For convenience, we also define a 'save the current state of computation' operation save = olift · η : Id → U T F .
Though we do not use this property directly in the rest of the article, observations should not modify the computation. This could be captured by the following cancellation property: for all morphisms f, f : A → M B and g, g :
The States monad
Our first example is a monad we call States. Consider the currying adjunction −×S − S , which gives rise to the State monad on cartesian closed categories. We choose (−×S)
∞ , for which we write − → S , to be the inner cim, and the result is the monad A → ( − → S (A × S)) S . Intuitively, − → S is a possibly infinite stream of states of type S. The 'base' of the exponential is the trace of the computation: a stream that, if finite, is terminated with an answer A and a current state S. The latter is used only to compose two computations and is not stored in the stream.
We define 'put' and 'get' operations as standard liftings of 'put' and 'get' for State. The natural transformation obs duplicates the current state and puts it in the stream as follows.
outl, outr , outr emb A×S For example, consider the following computation in States on Set for S = N (using Haskell syntax): let f = do {put 2; save; put 3; save; put 5} g = do {x <-get; put (x+1); save; g} in do {f; g} For any initial state, f evaluates to the trace (2, 3, , 5 ), while the whole computation evaluates to (2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 , . . .).
Example: Control structures for While
Consider a generalised While language, as given by Rutten [26] : [
Actions denote themselves, and compositions of programs are just Kleisli compositions of morphisms. The denotation of if statements first performs the guard γ, then b, and then the appropriate branch is chosen (we use the left component of 1 + 1 to represent 'true'). The denotation of while first builds an equation morphism by composing the guard, the condition, and the choice between returning the left component of the coproduct (a constant, which means 'stop the iteration'), or performing the body, and right-injecting the result (which makes it a 'continue the iteration' variable). The denotation of the entire while expression is a solution to that morphism. The solution might not exist, or might not be unique; hence, depending on the choice of M , A, B, and γ, the denotation might not be well-defined. This semantics specialises to a couple of known cases: If we choose the regular State monad on Dcppo (the category of pointed directed-complete partial orders and continuous functions) for M and its unit on 1 for γ, the solution diagram simplifies to the familiar equation for denotation of While [23, Chapter 4] . So, if we assume - † to be the least fixed point, we yield the standard denotational semantics.
If we instantiate M with a cim, we can ensure that unique solutions always exist by an appropriate γ-guarding of while loops. (Note that it is not sufficient to ask for the A actions to be guarded, since while true do while false do a diverges without invoking an action.) In case of the States monad, this means that every iteration stores its initial state in the stream, that is γ = save. Additionally, if we assume that 'put' operations are always guarded and 'get' are not, we obtain a semantics traceequivalent to Nakata and Uustalu's trace operational semantics [22] .
Coinductive generalised resumptions
Let M, η M , µ M be a monad, and Σ be an endofunctor on the base category B. In this section we give a monadic structure to M (ΣM ) ∞ and examine its basic canonical monad morphisms M → K and (ΣM ) ∞ → K. We compose the latter with a monad morphism
Despite the existence of the cospan
∞ is in general not a coproduct of M and Σ ∞ as monads. To see that, it is sufficient to assume that the base category is Set, M is ideal, and to recall the construction of coproducts of ideal monads by Ghani and Uustalu [12] . In such a setting the coproduct allows only a finite number of interleavings between M and Σ ∞ , so it is distinct from K.
Complete iterativity of K
Consider the subcategory M -Fema of free Eilenberg-Moore M -algebras (that is, algebras where the carrier is of the shape M A, and the action is defined as µ M A ). It is equivalent to the Kleisli category for M . There is a standard free-underlying adjunction F U : B → M -Fema.
As discussed by Mulry [21] , liftings of an endofunctor T on B to M -Fema are in one-to-one correspondence with distributive laws T M → M T . Moreover, a simple calculation shows that if T has a monadic structure and the distributive law respects this structure, the corresponding lifting T is also a monad. The monad M T is equal to the monad U T F .
Consider the monad (ΣM ) ∞ . The monad distributive law λ from Theorem 5.2 gives rise to a lifting (ΣM ) ∞ , defined on objects as (ΣM )
The following theorem states that the lifting is also a free cim (note that M Σ is an endofunctor also over M -Fema):
∞ is the free cim generated by M Σ in M -Fema. ∞ is the functorial part of the free cim generated by M Σ understood as a functor in M -Fema. The fact that the monadic structures of the lifting and the free cim in M -Fema are equal can be proved by a simple coinduction.
2 Theorem 3.1 and the above characterisation yield that K is completely iterative. The guardedness condition specialises as:
Example: Bisimulation
Similarly to Cenciarelli and Moggi's transformer M M * [9] , a K-computation can be seen as an M -computation split into a series of suspended steps. However, in case of M M ∞ , the structure can be infinite, so it can also store a divergent computation. We can see the result of each step as a rather robust observation about the current state of the computation. So, even if the computation does not have a final value, we can still reason about the course of the computation.
We define the natural transformation obs : M → M M ∞ as:
It builds an empty level, so that a composition with another value will not affect the current structure. Intuitively, the outer M is the current state of the computation, while M ∞ is a kind of continuation. To acquire the second state, we can contract the top two steps of execution using a natural transformation force defined as follows, where flat is equal to flat, but with the monadic argument as the second component of the coproduct rather than the first.
On Set, we can define a simple notion of bisimulation between programs as a predicate ≈ ⊆ (M M ∞ A) 2 , such that for p, q ∈ M M ∞ A, it is the case that p ≈ q precisely if M (id A +! M ∞ A )(p) = M (id A +! M ∞ A )(q) and force(p) ≈ force(q), where ! A : A → 1 is the unique morphism to the final object. In other words, we compare the functorial structure of the outer M (the observable result of the first step), and continue the process after performing the next
